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Summary

Urge, Ignition tokamak rcaccors (ITR, EPR, and
beyond will require supplemental heating Co achieve ig-
nition. In che earlier machines, ac least, tills heat-
ing will probably be provided by monoanerRetlc neutral
beams. These beams, vlth energies >15Q keV, will nose
likely be derived from D + or D" ions produced by direct
extraction Ion sources. A positive Ian source will be
followed by a bending magnec, a neucrallzer, and a
second bending magnet. The first nagnec will remove
molecular ions, and Che second one atomic tons. Direct
converters will be used to recover energy from unused
molecular and atomic tons. Th« first bending magnet
nay b« aalcccd if D~ ton sources are uted. Models have
been developed for power and gas flow In injectors
which employ direct extraction 0 + or D~ Ion sources.
The power flow model accounts explicitly for all beam
losses In teems of line densities of gas along paths
traversed by ions and neutrals and cross sections for
dissociation and charge-changing collisions. The gas
flov model uses the results of power flow calculations
and known gas flows from sources and neutralizes to
determine gas loads and pumping requirements in various
parts of the injector.

Introduction

During the past year, we have considered a 40-MW,
190-keV neutral beam injector system for an experimen-
tal power reactor (EPR), and a 60-MW, 150-keV system
for an ignition test reactor (ITR or TNS). Three
design options, requiring varying degrees of extrapola-
tion beyond the state of the art for TiTR ion sources,
have been considered. The design characteristics of
the Ion sources are given in Table 1.

Neutral beam injector beam lines based on Designs
1 and 2 will have a positive ion source and accelerator
followed by a double focusing bending magnec, a neu-
crallzer for the atomic ions, and a second bending mag-
net to remove atomic ions iron the beam emerging from
the neutralizer. Direct energy convercors "ill be used
to recover energy from Che molecular and atomic ions
removed by the first and second separator magnets. It
Is assumed that the volumes occupied by the D+, Dt, and
D$ beams and the cwo direct convercors are shielded
from stray magnetic fields, but the problem of shield-

ing these volumes without interfering with pumping and
with the magnetic fields in the reactor has not yet
been addressed.

For a given ion source and specified neutral bean
power and energy, perhaps the mosC important pararec-rs
of a neutral beam injector system are the beam halt-
widths as functions of distance along the beam a\ls.
They determine the sizes of neucralizers, btfcm duccs,
and flrst-vall penetrations. thisy also determine neu-
crallzer gas leads and, thus, gas line densities, bear.
losses, and neutral injector efficiencies.

To establish a frame of reference Cor discussions
of power and gas flow models, and beam transport, a
preliminary layout of a 0 + - D1' beam line r'or T.'.'S is
shown In Fig. 1. (There are two beam lines per
Injector.)

Fig. 1. Preliminary layout of a D • D" bean line
for THS. The D+ bending angle is 72 dag.

For the positive ion sources, curved grids will be
used in the source and accelerator to produce a o?r.ve:<
plasma sheath and a diverging ion bean composed of
diverging beamlets. The first, double-focusine benuinj
magnec will convert the D + component of this divLT.:ir.i
beam into a converging beam. Electron attachment m
the neutralizer will convert about 31f; oi this icn
beam into a converging 0' beam vhich goes thrown ^
waist before it reaches the first wall of the rcjui-or.
The location of this waist and the beam size at the

TABLE 1. Ion Source Design Characteristics for TNS or EPS

Design 1 Design 2

Beam energy (keV)

Beam composition (D+, ot, o/j)

Snap* of plasma sheath

First grid transparency, i_

Plasma Ion emission current density,
JO <A/em')

Average Ion beam current density at
last grid, j + * T Jo

Gaa efficiency, n

Pulse length (s)

Design 3

150 or 180

(0.75,0.18,0.07)

convex

0.45

MJ.300

0.135

0.45

>5

150 or 180

(0.95,0.03,0.02)

convex

0.45

T.0.300

0.135

0.45

,5

400

95% D~ assumed

concave

0.45

%0.178

0.080

0.10

>5
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flr»t wall ate determined by Che bean cmlccance, tho
lntctal bean divergence, ond tli« bending angle of the
D beam. The dependence an bending angle la shown In
Fl|. 2'for Design I.
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Fig. 2, Location of bean waist versus D bending
angls, and beam half-widchs ac several
locations. Cor Design 1.

D; gas Is fed Into the middle of the neutralizer
ac the race of 1$ Torr-l/s. A fraction, u, of chls gas
flows into Chamber I; the remainder flows Into Chamber
It. To minimize these gas flows, the neutralizer will
be tapered to follow the converging ion and neutral
beams. There is a tradeoff betueen reduced bean size
ac Che first wall and increased neucralizer size (and
gas flow) as the D + ba-.-ding angle is reduced from 90 to
72 deg (see Fig. 2).

Power Flow Models for 0* - D° tniectors

The model for the TNS beam line layout of Fig. i
is shown in Fig. 3. It is based on the ANL/EPR flow
modeli1 which includes both electrical and thermal
energy recovery; in Che present model chere Is no ther-
mal energy recovery.

la C h U model, P+ Is total ion bean power (noc
Ju»c chat from one acceleracor); M-l Is che first bend-
ing magncc; r. Is che Dt fracdon of che deuterium ion
bean; e-n+al° U Che fraction of che D + bean which
reaches Che neucrallzcr, che remainder {1 - e~"+T--)be-
lng losC"due»to relonliacion In a gas careet of thick-
ne«» »q'; e~°+010 Is che fraction of che U beam from
the neucrallier which reaches Che second dlrecc conver-
to«! and"FT« Is che D" fraccion (negligibly srall) of
Che beam from the neutralizer. £\Q is the design frac-
tion of Che neutral beam emerging from the neucralizer;
it Is given by

(1)

where Fgo is the equilibrium (thick target) fraction o:
D°. ITN has been chosen to give the design value f =
0.95 Fao.

Written out, the summations in Fig. 3 are:

V)
Values for the cross sections in Eqs. (2) ar.d (3)

can be obtained from McClure's measurements.' Ths
term (k - 1)P+ represents the pover going into che
Bource filaments, the arc discharges and grid heating.
The difference between Che power going into che direcc
convertors and electrical power coming out of them is
assumed to be absorbed in the convertors and does ncc
appear as a load on che "heat sink"; i.e., bear, darr.ps
or injector walls.

Gas Flow Model fer D4" - D'3 Inieercrs

In terms of pressure p(Torr), path length '-.) and
gas temperature T(°K), the thickness of a gas cargec is
given by

1.94 « IP2'r pdt atoms/cm2 (4)

Ti.- pressure distributions along che paths travelled by
atomic ions and neutrals and by molecular ions are r.oc
known and i t is necessary to make estimates, sone of
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Fig. 3. THS Injector power ticw diagram, it is a sas cargec thickness
(atOBl/cm2) for charge-chanping collisions or dlssociacion.
H| and m are electrical energy recovery efficiencies (<0.85).
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lhaa rather crude, of average praaiuraa tn various
M|lana tn ordoc to calculate approximate loaaat and
etClclenclaa.

Ihs gas flows Into and out of an Ion aourc* are
given in Totr-l/a by

g) S Jr, ; ,out . (1 - ng),ln . (5)

uhara n. Is the gas efficiency and r< Is the D-j fraction
of i+. Premature neutralization of D + In Chamber I
results in a gas load per source

q,0 « 0.095 r,t+ (I - e""
+I110) . (6)

Recombination of D*. Dj, and the fragments of their dis-
sociation results in the gas loads per source

q * O.OSS t+ * 0.095 (7)

The total gas load to Chamber I from the tvo beam lines
ia given by

Z ( V t + ql0 13 (8)

where aq is tha gas load to Chamber I from each
nautrallzar.

Recombination of D on collecting surfaces in
Chamber II results in a gas load per source

<!*„ - 0.095 r,i+(l - 0.95 F0» - F T J 6""+°'° , (9)

vhere FT., is Che equilibrium fraction of D~. The
design neucralizcr efficiency is 95.: of the equilibrium
value. The gas load per sourca due co reionlzation of
0° is

, „ - 0.095 (10)

where fig • 0.95 F,;- is the neutralization efficiency.
The gas load per source due to recombination of D~ on
collecting surfaces is

(11)

The total gas load to Chamber II from two beam lines
is given by

qlr - 2|qio + + q_ + (1 - Torr-i/s . (12)

Aa was noced above, the pressure discributions
along beam paths arc not known and average pressures
can only be estimated. The uncertainty is greatest in
the region of the firs* bending magnet, M-l, uhere the
puoplng speed is conductance-limited to a value which
will noC permit arbitrary reductions in pressure and
bean loss Cor a given gas load. A crude estimate of
the room temperature value of Che conductance, C, using
aa argument presented in an ANL/EFR study,1 is
C •>. 1.7 « 106 l/s. This value was used to calculate
bean losses in Chamber I.

D . D° Beam Transport

In the ooat general case, the horizontal and ver-
tical transfer matrices for beam transport from the
source to the first vail In a bean line containing a
bending magnet are products of six simpler transfer
•acrlces that LivingoodJ writes in the form

(13)

In Eqs. (13-14), Si is the drift distance fro- the
accelerator exit grid to the entrance facs of the bend-
ing magnet; p is the radius of Che orbic with r.crc-c.'.T.
p; uj is the angle at which Che entrance face is aianced
with respect to the perpendicular (radius) the ? or-
bit; Ui is similarly defined fcr the s>:i" face of chj
nvgnet; * and L are given by

SB s (1 - n)"* 9 = * ; £8 s n*1 9 s * (15)

where 8 is the bending angle of the magnet and

n - -(r/B) dB/dr (16)

is the field index of the magnet; and S is a drift dis-
tance measured from the exit face of the rr.agr.tc. To
first-order, axial (z-direction) notion tn a bendir.?
magnet is not affected by changes in -ocencun and 2 • 2
matrices suffice to describe the axial notion.

For the beam line of Fig. 1, n = 1/2 and ai = 0;
for the monoenergetic D+ component of the positive ion
beam, u 2 - 0 and up/p = 0. Thus, for the D+ bear. :nd
the 0° beam derived from it, Eqs. (13) and (14) r-.r-ce
to

(:•) • C:)(;; (y • x or z) (17)

where the subscript 0 refers co the beam at the acce-
lerator exit grid and

A - cos «, -|^-

B •

(18)

Sjcos •j + 7*1 sin d>i + It

C - -(S/pi) sin ti

D - cos *i - « / P I ) S I sin 4i

i- ^ - S i s i n : , l S

' Al9)
(20)

(21)

(22)
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Equation (17) has been used recently Co calculate
baas sites at various discances S from che exit face of
Che pending magnetj?t Fig. !.„ However, oose of Che cal-
culations have been made by assuming chat" Che bounding
eurves'of the transveVse (x,x"j *,«*)• phase space areas
of Che beam emerging from the accelerator are or can be
approximated by ellipses~whosejfeqtiations are given by
the Courant-Snyder invariant1*'ft and then using the geo-
aecrlcai propercles of these ellipses to calculate beam
slici, the Courant-Snyder invarianc can be written In
Che torn

B,,y*" - e (23)

where Che subscrlpc 0 refers to the exlc grid of che
accelerator,

r0 - ( l * «$/»„ (24)

and i, che cransveraa emlccanee of che ion bean, is che
phase space ares (area of che ellipse) divided by ".
Using che notation of Fig. 4, which give* the gaomecri-
cal propercles of tha phase spnee ellipse, and che
theorem of Appollonlus, we nay wrice

Fig. 5, Phase space area of a single hojnlet ia<
and rectangular phase space envelope of
Che enclre beam from a mulciapercuro
source (h).

phase space area • « or :) (25)

y3 • -oVe/Y

if. yi - -oVE7I vu " /e/s " "a

Fig. 4. Geometric properties of che phase space ellipse
(sea Section 3.4 of Ref. 4 ) .

Equation (17) can be solved for yo and yjj; these
values may be subscicuced into Eq. (23) and the result
written in the form

Yy2 + 2 aByy* + (26)

where the Twiss parameters5 a, 3, and y at a location
downstream of the accelerator exit grid are given by

(AD + BC) -AC -BD

(27)

At the plane where Eq. (26) applies, che beam half-
width Is given by

(28)

where S is given by Eq. (27).

Equation (25) gives the correct emittance for each
of the beamlecs emerging from a mulciapcrcure accelera-
tor exit grid. For che on-axis beanlet emerging from a
planar exit grid, the phase space ellipse is oriented
at shown in Fig. Sa. Ic say be noced thac che maximum
baamlec divergence, J 0 , occurs at the bcamlet axis (y
- 0) while the divergence ac che beam edge (y - y m a x)
It zaro. The phase space envelope chac encompasses che
•ntlre beam from Che mulciapcrcure exlc grid is shown
In Fig. 5b, where ym3x is now che half widen of che
entire beam. Excepc ac the edges of the outermost aper-
tures, y* « ug 4 0 and Che phase apace diagram is (vary
nearly) a rectangle of area 4inii(,y0 • Thus, Che erair-
cance of the entire beao la

phase space area 4
" w * 7

It is more convenient to obtain beam half-widc'.is by
using Eq, (29) Chan by using Eq. (17), che geoir.ecrical
transport equation. The assumption usually made by
accelerator physicists is thac che density of particles
In the phase space area between che rectangle and che
Inscribed ellipse of Fig. 5b is small and that chis
area contains a negligibly small fraction of the entire
beam. In the present instance, where injector effi-
ciency is of prime importance, this assumption has -ace
us a. bit uneasy; we have, therefore, defined a new
"effective" phase space ellipse chit contains a larger
fraction of che bean by letting

The area of this ellipse is given by Eq. (29). Bean
sizes calculated by using Eq. (28) Kith i • j.;y _ ? x

(Case I), E • (4/»)ui0yomax (Case It), and Eq. 117;'
(Case III) are given in Table 2. We are left with the
problem of whether we should cry co squeeze the last
possible parcicle through the neutra'-'zer by designing
lc CO accommodate che beam sizes of Case 111 or let it
scrape off a (presumably) small fraction of the bear,
and design ic for Case I or Case II bejn si2es. ::ur.eri-
cal scudics noC yec underway are expected to give rea-
sonable estimates of che amounts of beam scraped off in
the Case I and Case II designs. Trade-off studies ta
determine che besC option will then be possible. If
scrape-off losses are found to be excessive in the Casa
I and Case II designs and che losses due to charcc
changing and dissociative collisions in the gas strea-.-
ing from Che neucralizer are also found to be exces-
sively high in the Case III design, ic will be necessary
to reduce beam sizes by increasing the number of injec-
tors and ion sources.

For the geometrical transport calculations fCase
III), the fractions of the beam widths contained in the
calculated beam sizes are given by

2 erf(U()/U8MS) - 1

where

dC .

(31)

(32)

(y » * or i) (29)
The value of ug » 0,020 rad was chosen to given an esti-
mated value O'OA'JQIS i 3 so Chat J99.7Z of the total beam
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TABLE 2. Sam* Results of D +, D° Beam Transport Calculations

Initial b«aa alza, 2 V Q M X (a * «)

Initial b e n l/Z angle divergence, !i0 (rad)

Maxima Initial beamlet 1/2 angle
divergence, ug (rad)

Emlttince definition

80 definition

Bean size at neutral liar entrance (a « a)

Beam size at neucrallzer exit (m «,m)

Bean stie at first wall (ra " m)

Gas flow out of neucrallzer (Torr-'/s)

Case I Case II Case III

0.348 « 0.348
0.078
0.020

0.487 « 0.487'
0.330 x 0.330
0.306 x 0.306

68.5

0.348 x 0.348
0.078
0.020

( " / 4 ) y W x ^
0.487 « 0.487
0.344 x 0.3-4

0.390 * 0.390
73.0

0.348 > 0.348
0.078
0.020

Geometrical transport
Geometrical transport

0.572 < 0.572
0.472 « 0.472

0.304 < 0.304

142

width Is Included In the calculated beam width. For
the calculations of Cases I and II, the Included frac-
tions «r« lower by presently unknown amounts.

D* neutral beam Injector design calculations (beam
sizes, gas flows, beam losses and efficiencies) using
the geometrical approach of Case III have not yet been
completed for Design 1 of Table 1, nor have they begun
for Design 2.

Design 3, for a D~ TNS neutral bean injector sys-
tem, calls for six Injectors uich two beam lines per
Injector. Each beam line will have a direct-extraction
D" Ion source, with the characteristics assumed in
Table 1, followed by a neutralizer and bending magnet
to separate D" and D + ions from the D- beam emerging
from the neutralizer; direct energy converters will be
used to recover energy from the residual D" and D +

beaos. A layout of the D~ bean line is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Preliminary layout of a »' - D° TNS bean line.

Curved grids will be used in the source and accel-
erator to produce a concave plasma sheath and a converg-
ing beam of square cross section. Electron stripping
In the D 2 gas neutralizer will convert T-59% of the D~
beam into a 0° beam whose size ac the first wall
depends on the cmlttancc of the beam and the radius of
curvature of the accelerator exit Rfid. The accelera-
tor and the neutralize are separated by a 1.0-m pump-
ing gap to reduce the pressure in the accelerator and
thus to minimize beam enemy spread due to premature
neutralization and grid loading due to ionlzation of
gas In the accelerator. The Chamber I pressure la 10"*
Torr; that of Chamber II Is 10~ s Torr.

The power flow diagram for Design 3, shown in Fig.
7, la aa obvious extension of the flow diagram In Fig.
3. f- goes through a maximum as the target thlcknens

Is varied through an optimum value.

an expression for (£-0>raax
!

D'Vachkov

1 W) l°To + *tJ
(33)

The maximum occurs for an optimum target thickness

opt
"To

M°TTo
(34)

Values of the cross sections appearing in these equa-
tions, taken from a recent compilation,^ are: ~- »
1.3 « 10~le em'/atom; .:- - 8.5 « 10-1- ctrVato:?.'j-d
o,i » 3.5 x 10"'7 cur/atom for a 400-keV beam enercv.
With these values, Eqs. (33) and (34) give (f- :)- a y. -
0.59 and iropt « 1.3 « 10

: ? atoms/cm-. This value c: -
gives a neutrallzer line density cf 2.0 » 10""3 lorr-n
at 293°K.

The curvature of the n-th (exit) grid of the acce-
lerator, RJJ, was chosen equal to the distance Iron the
source to the first wall (11.0 tn for the design of
Fig. 6). This choice gives the smallest beam size ac
the first wall but larger values of beam size at the
entrance and exit of the neutralizer than would be
obtained if Rn ware chosen co have the value R̂ , =
T0max'u)5> where yomax i s c n e initial beam half width
and mo is the maximum intial beanlet one-tulf angle
divergence. For the latter choice of Rn, the initially
most divergent part of the beam is parallel to thii beatn
axis and the beam size remains constant and equal to
the initial size over the region 0 ;•_ S <. Rn where S is

distance along the beam axis from the accelerator exit
grid. (See Fig. 8.) Since the neutraliier sas Clo-..- is
quite small even in the worst case (R,, = 11.0, untapered
neutralizer size equal to beam size at exit) there is
no need for a trade-off between bean size at the first
wall and neutralizer size.
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(a)

Fig. 8. The neutralizer width is a minimum when
*a " /Omax^o " 6-99 m <a)- T n e b e a m

width at S " 11 a is a minimum when
Bn - S - 11 m (b).
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